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FOREWORD

1. AGA-O5O-O16/AG-OoO, Spotters Guide, is
issued on Authority of the Chief of the Defence staff.

2. A-GA-O5O-016/AG-000 is effective on receipt
and supersedes A-GA-O5O-O1 6/AG-000, Spotters
Guide, dated 1 June 2003.

3. Suggestions for amendments shall be
forwarded through normal channels to the Chief of the
Defence Staff, Attention Directorate Air Requirements.

i/h
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INTRODUCTION

1 The purpose of this brief is to provide a guide
for personnel who have been appointed as spotters for
this air search operation.

2. Primarily, you should recognize the
importance of your job and endeavour to do your best.
The success of an air search depends largely on the
efficiency with which you as a spotter do your part. Keep
in mind that your one aim and purpose is to locate the
“OBJECT” of the search as soon as possible. This
could mean the saving of lives — and the prevention of
a large, prolonged, and costly search.

3. The primary responsibility of the normal
aircraft crew is the safe operation of the aircraft, a task
which at times, will require their full attention, leaving
little or no time for aclual visual search. It should be
obvious, then, that your constant surveillance is
needed.

BRIEFINGS

4. The searchmaster or aircraft captain will brief
you prior to search operations, Pay particular attention
to all pertinent information regarding the OBJECT” ol
the search — type of aircraft, colour, trim, etc. The
captain will brief you on the correct aircraft emergency
procedures — ditching or forced landings Be sure you
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understand them. It an emergency occurs, remain calm,
and be prepared to act quickly under the direction of
any member of the crew. The captain will also tell you
the scanning or visibility range to use.

FITNESS, VISION AND CLOTHES

5. It is vital to any air search that all spotters be
physically fit to perform their duties. If you have a cold,
are overly tired, or otherwise below normal fitness, you
will not be able to carry out your duties with the high
degree of efficiency required. It is, therefore, in the best
interests of all concerned for spotters who are below
normal physical fitness to remain on the ground.

6. Spotters should ensure they are not colour
blind and have good vision to detect possible small
objects on the ground or in the water.

7. Spotters must wear clothes that are
appropriate for the outside environment, carry a small
personal survival kit, extra personnel clothes in case of
longer searches and carry sunglasses when required.

WHATTO LOOK FOR

8. In a search for a missing aircraft, you should
realize that it may not be tound as a whole. Thus, you
should be alert for wreckage only, perhaps bits and
pieces of metal or fabdc. These are likely to be seen as

2
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shining objects in the trees, or on the side ol a hill or
mountain, on the snow. or in some cases, as dark
objects on an all snow surface.

9. Few aircraft have parts of the structure
painted red or some bright colour which is easy to see
against a green or white background. Some aircraft are
supplied with survival equipment, much of which is
bright red, orange, or yellow and may be seen strewn
about in the wreckage or, if there are survivors, it may
be arranged in an orderly pattern to provide an
appropriate signal.

10. In many parts of Canada, much of the terrain
is densely wooded. It is possible that an aircraft or the
wreckage of an aircraft may become completely
covered by trees and undergrowth. Should this happen,
the only clue may be newly broken trees, a swath cut in
the forest, fresh evidence of a fire, or a lire itself. The
tire may be large, small, flaming, or just smoking. Any
such clue should be fully checked.

11. With heavy coverage in hilly or mountainous
country, the aircraft may be completely covered by the
new snow slides, therefore avalanches, furrows, or
other disturbances in the snow should receive your
attention.

12. Where military aircraft are involved, the crew
may have bailed out. Look for white or orange and white

3
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parachutes hanging in trees or spread out on the
ground. Over water areas look for floating wreckage,
yellow dinghies, oil slicks, or greenish-yellow dye
marker in the water or along the shore.

13. Military personnel will likely remain near the
scene of the crash, but civilians may attempt to walk out.
Watch closely for signs of people or any signals which
may be displayed to indicate their intended direction of
travel.

14. If there are survivors, they will likely put out
signals. The following is a list of common signals in use
and any one or combination of several should be
checked immediately:

a. a fire, large or small, smoke or flames;

b. a group of three fires (flame or smoke) forming
a triangle;

c. black smoke;

d. red smoke;

e. a single torch tree;

f. a very cartridge, any colour;

g. a red fusie on the ground;

h. a flashlight being flashed on or off;

i. sunlight being reflected off shiny metal or a
heliograph mirror;

4
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j. coloured or white panels on the ground.

k. messages stamped out in the snow;

I. messages printed on snow, in a field or on
sand with spruce boughs, small trees, rocks.
or sod;

m. shelters made of parachutes or brush; and

n. signs of life around seemingly abandoned
buildings.

15. Keep in mind that any wreckage or signals
might be difficult to see and once seen are easily lost it
not kept under close observation. What might be
considered a large camp tire by a survivor may appear
to you in the air as only a match flicker Remember that
signals or signs of life may be seen only once and
checking them properly may mean the difference
between life and death to survivors. Notity the captain at
once.

SEARCH FOR LOST PERSONS

16. Lost persons are probably the most difficult
search OBJECT due mainly to their size, relative to
rugged terrain. When acting as a spotter for missing
persons, look for any of the aforementioned signals.
Maintain a sharp lookout along rivers, near lakes or in
clearings! as these are likely places for people to
remain, or make for, when they become lost.

D
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SEARCH FOR MARINE VESSEL

17. Marine vessels will vary in size from small
motor boats to ocean going vessels. They may be lost
or disabled, in open water, or driven on to shores and
beaches.

18. In the case of the larger vessels, their
approximate locations and the degree of distress is
normally known and they, therefore, don’t present the
more difficult search problems common to smaller craft.

19. In the case of smaller vessels, the search
commences from their last known position and covers
the possible open water area and then along all shore
and coast lines to which they might be drifted.

20. When searching shore lines, look for
wreckage and any signals which may have been put out
by survivors.These will likely be similar to those signals
already described. On open water, look for a whole
vessel as well as one which might be overturned or
broken up. Anything floating should be reported to the
captain and checked out. Oil slicks often provide a clue
for locating sunken vessels. Be on the look out for life
rafts and individuals afloat with life jackets or clinging to
wreckage.

21. Marine searches are normally conducted at
low altitudes and, therefore, require the spotter to be

6
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more alert and to scan much laster than at higher
altitudes. If the sea is rough, objects are difficult to see
and are easily lost again unless kept under close
observation.

SCANNING

22. The most important element of scanning is the
ability to concentrate and maintain interest in the task.
Locating the object on the ground should be the one
thought in mind.

23. The concentration required is fatiguing.
Constant scanning is tiring to the eyes. It is, therefore,
imperative that spotters take regular rest periods if peak
efficiency is to be maintained. These rests make it
necessary for spotters to work in shifts so that during
every second of the flight at least two spotters, one on
either side of the aircraft, are searching.

NOTE

No reading while resting and normal
spotter rotations is 20 to 30 minutes.

24. Except when we detect movement to one side
or the other of our field of view or when the eyes detect
objects which contrast with the surrounding
environment, our seeing is restricted to a very small
area. Most of what we see falls within an area which

7
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would be covered by our first when held at arms length.
We do not see things clearly which are located outside
of the area.

25. When we wish to scan a large area of ground,
the eyes must move from one point to another, resting
at each point momentarily so that the eyes are fixated
or focussed in the centre of each adjacent area. If we
swing our arm across our line of sight, we can imagine
that we are looking through the back of our fist, pausing,
then moving the fist to an adjacent position, and looking
again. If the eyes move in this way and are focussed at
the centre of each new area, the entire ground can
eventually be scanned thoroughly.

B
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26. When we are spotting from the right side, the
entire ground area to be searched can be covered if we
first look forward and below the aircraft. Then moving
from left to right, as in reading, the eyes are moved
across the ground in a series of movements each of
which is intended to enable the eye to pause and see
what is on the ground within a small area. This area is
what would be just covered by your fist held at arm’s
length. When the scanning range is reached the eyes
are returned to the starting position, and the scanning
begins again. One of the crew will tell you how far ahead
of the aircraft to look and distance out from the side of
the aircraft — the scanning range — which will mark the
end of each sweep.

- )
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28. With practice, you should learn to cover the
ground between the aircraft and the scanning range at
a constant rate. How quickly you must scan will depend
on the speed of the aircraft, The important point to
remember is that you must complete one scan and
return your eyes to the next starting position quickly
enough so that the next scanning sweep is just forward
but adjacent to the last. The forward movement of the
aircraft will in effect move the next line of scan into
position for you.

29. At the beginning of the flight, when the aircraft
is at the altitude from which the searching will be done.
hold your fist at arms length and look past it to a point
on the ground ahead of the aircraft where you would
begin each scan. Estimate the time it takes until your
list covers the new adjacent area of ground. The time
taken is the amount of time you will have to complete
each scan line. It will vary depending on the speed of
the aircraft and the altitude but will usually be between
two and eight seconds. Regardless of the time available
for scanning, it is important that your eyes do not simply
sweep in a continuous motion. They should be moved
from one point to the next, pausing momentarily at each
point.

REPORTING TO THE CREW

30. It you spot anything which you believe to be
the search object, fix its location relative to surrounding
geographical features. Report the position to the pilot

11
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using the clock system, and give the approximate
distance from search aircraft. It is very important not to
lose sight of the search object. The first thing you should
say is LEFT/RIGHT turn. Don’t dismiss any possible
clues for fear that you have made a mistake. It may be
the real thing and proper identification could save a life.
It is better to report a suspicious object that may prove
false than to assume it is wrong and not report it.

UPON SIGHTINGTARGET—4 POINTS

1 Turn (Left or Right)
2. Clock position
3. Distance
4. Describe target using ground features

BIG to small

12
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AIR SICKNESS

31. If you know you are prone to air sickness, do
not try to be a spotter If you should become airsick, ask
one of the other spotters to take your place and report
your condition to the captain, who will, whenever
possible, return you to base. Don’t try to carry on as you
will only waste the efforts of the whole crew.

CONCLUSION

32. One cannot describe the personal gratification
felt when one is instrumental in finding the survivors of
an air crash. So, when acting as a spotter, search as
intently as you would wish someone to search for you.

13
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SPOTTER ROTATION IN SAR AIRCRAFT
1. This procedure is for fixed wing SAR aircraft.
The Cormorant and the Griffon do not have the room to
apply this procedure.
2. The active spotter is currently doing the duty.
He will continue as the active spotter until he is given
the thumbs up from the new spotter, which is the
accepted method of indicating that he is now the active
spotter.
3. The new spotter should make sure his
headset is properly adjusted before they approach the
spotter position. They should also be on lime for their
shift.
4. If the new spotter has an intercom cord, he
should indicate so by telling the active spotter.
Otherwise, he should expect the active spotter to
disconnect his intercom cord and hand it over.
5. The new spotter approaches the active spotter
from either direction. The side on which the active
spotter gets the tap is the direction he is to expect the
new spotter to come from.
6. After handing over the intercom cord (if
required), the active spotter should vacate the seat
away from the direction in which the new spotter is
coming from.The new spotter should then install himself
in the seat and adjust it accordingly.
7. The now active spotter should immediately
proceed to do an intercom check and request a
distance check. He will then relieve the active spotter
with a thumb up.

14
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ANNEX A

GROUND — AIR EMERGENCY CODE

GROUND TO AIR SIGNALS

Use strips of fabric, parachutes, peeled logs, sods,
stones, or branches in snow. Try to provide maximum
contrast. All figures should be at least 40 feet in length.
Symbols may be used in combination.

Require Assistance V

Require Medical Assistance X
E

No or Negative N
0

Yes or Affirmative Y

Am Proceeding in this Direction

______

As is Well LL

mc
Require Food and Water 0 F

Require Fuel and Oil V L

Require Repairs W

• A space of 10 feet between symbols if possible.

A-i
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